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This paper studies an economy in which incomplete markets and strong complemen-
tarities interact to generate path dependent aggregate output fluctuations. An economy
is said to be path dependent when the effect of a shock on the level of aggregate output is
permanent in the absence of future offsetting shocks. We analyze the evolution of an
economy which consists of a countable infinity of industries. The production functions of
individual firms in each industry are nonconvex and are linked through localized
technological complementarities. The productivity of each firm at t is determined by the
production decisions of technologically similar industries at t — 1. No markets exist
which allow firms and industries to exploit complementarities by coordinating produc-
tion decisions. This market incompleteness produces several interesting effects on
aggregate output behavior. First, multiple stochastic equilibria exist in aggregate
activity. These equilibria are distinguished by differences in both the mean and the
variance of output. Second, output movements are path dependent as aggregate
productivity shocks indefinitely affect real activity by shifting the economy across
equilibria. Third, when aggregate shocks are recurrent, the economy cycles between
periods of boom and depression. Simulations of example economies illustrate how

v market incompleteness can produce rich aggregate dynamics.

I 1. Introduction
z
m Starting with Diamond (1982), a large body of work in theoretical macro-
| economics has shown the potential for multiple, Pareto-rankable equilibria
> to exist for aggregate economies. This literature, well surveyed by Cooper
fr and John (1988), specifically demonstrates how strong complementarities in

u behavior and market imperfections can combine to produce multiplicity.
1 When technological or demand spillovers render the production decision of
~ an individual agent sufficiently sensitive to the production decisions of
^ others, high and low levels of activity can emerge as internally consistent

•I
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

equilibria in the absence of complete, competitive markets. Most of these
models, such as Heller (1986) and Murphy et al. (1989), describe multiple
steady states in economies rather than multiple nondegenerate time series
paths. Consequently, this literature has generally failed to address the effects
of complementarities and market imperfections on aggregate fluctuations.1

In addition, little attention has been paid to studying how economies can
shift across equilibria, inducing periods of boom and depression.

A parallel literature has emerged in the context of economic history to
discuss how complementarities in individual behavior can have implications
for the effects of the sample path realization of the economy on long run
aggregate behavior. As argued by David (1986, 1988) and Arthur (1989) for
technology choices, by Krugman (199 la,b) for the distribution of trading
patterns, and Durlauf (1993) for economic development, strong intertemp-
oral complementarities between agents can imply that history has long
lasting effects. David (1988) has described these types of models as all
exhibiting path dependence. The papers in this literature have generally studied
economies where individual agents act noncooperatively. As such, this litera-
ture contains ideas very similar to the work on coordination failure.

One way to formalize the notion of path dependence is as follows. Let an
economy's aggregate output be denoted as Y, and the history of the economy
between dates 0 and / be denoted as S?,. Innovations to the economy lie in
the sequence ^ t +i — S?,. Further, suppose that the stochastic process
characterizing these innovations has the property that for all t>T, all
innovations are identically equal to 0 after T, so that 8Ft+1 — SF/=O for
t>T.2 Aggregate output is path dependent when the realized history of
innovations affects the behavior of Y^3 with positive probability. Letting
Prob(x\z) denote the conditional probability measure of x given information
z, path dependence occurs with respect to the history SFr if

Prob< YM | 9T) |

Path dependent economies can exhibit substantial persistence as an eco-
nomy's realized sample path has permanent effects on output in the absence
of offsetting future shocks. In fact, different choices for the stochastic process
generating S?,, can render output fluctuations persistent over arbitrarily long
time horizons.

1 Important exception] to this daim are Diamond and Fudenberg (1989), which describes how self-
fulfilling expectations lead to cycles in search models, and Heller (1990) which models multiple capital
accumulation paths in models with imperfect competition.

3Observe that the mapping from the exogenous variables to Y, will generally be a function of the
stochastic process governing the exogenous variables.

'Throughout, xm equals ligjf, in the sense of weak convergence. Without loss of generality, all
processes in this paper are assumed to converge given any initial conditions.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

The purpose of the current paper is to understand the implications of
models of path dependence for the time series properties of aggregate
fluctuations. We do this by modelling coordination problems in an explicitly
stochastic framework. The microeconomic specification of the economy is
expressed as a set of conditional probability measures describing how indi-
vidual agents behave given the economy's history. An aggregate equilibrium
exists when one can find a joint probability measure over all agents which is
consistent with these conditional measures; multiple long run equilibria
exist when these conditional measures are compatible with more than one
invariant measure for the entire economy.4 This approach, by expressing the
equilibrium of the economy as a stochastic process, permits one to describe
directly the time series properties of aggregate fluctuations along different
equilibrium paths.

Specifically, we examine the capital accumulation problems of a set of
infinitely-lived industries. We deviate from standard analyses in two re-
spects. First, firms in each industry face a nonconvex production technology
each period. Second, industries experience intertemporal technological com-
plementarities as past high production decisions by each industry increase
the current productivity of several industries. Learning-by-doing is one
example of this phenomenon. Industries do not coordinate production deci-
sions because of incomplete markets. By describing how output levels and
productivity evolve as industries interact over time, the model characterizes
the impact of complementarities and incomplete markets on the structure of
aggregate fluctuations.

Our basic results are threefold. First, we show that with strong local
complementarities and incomplete markets, multiple long run equilibria can
exist for economies without aggregate shocks. These equilibria are dis-
tinguished by differences in the mean of output. Second, we illustrate how
the introduction of aggregate productivity shocks into such models can lead
to path dependence in aggregate output. Specifically, we show how aggre-
gate productivity shocks indefinitely affect real activity by shifting the
economy across regimes of high and low production, corresponding to the
multiple long run equilibria of the earlier model. Third, we provide condi-
tions on the aggregate productivity shocks which will cause the economy to
cycle across the high and low production regimes.

The model also has some implications for the time series behavior of

* In the static coordination failure literature, an economy is said to exhibit multiple equilibria if the
reaction functions which describe bow individual agents behave conditional on the behavior of the rat of
the economy do not uniquely determine the characteristics of the aggregate economy. By defining a
stochastic economy as exhibiting multiple long run equilibria when the conditional probabilities
describing individual agent behavior, given the history of the economy, are compatible with multiple
invariant probability measures, we are generalizing this notion of multiplicity.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

output. First, the model illustrates how market incompleteness can act as a
cause of the business cycle, as intertemporal complementarities transmit
white noise shocks over time. Second, the behavior of output can be quite
nonlinear as the economy cycles between high and low aggregate output
regimes. The behavior of output within these regimes will be quite different,
which is compatible with the analysis of Hamilton (1989). Third, the effect
of a given aggregate shock on output will be a nonlinear function of its
magnitude. Specifically, small shocks will leave the economy in the same
regime whereas large shocks can move the economy across regimes. This type
of phenomenon is similar to Perron's (1989) analysis of the long run output
effects of the depression and oil prices.

Section 2 of this paper outlines the evolution of an economy composed of a
large set of industries whose production functions are linked by localized
intertemporal complementarities. Section 3 describes how multiple long run
equilibria can arise when the economy experiences industry-specific shocks.
Section 4 explores the implications of aggregate or economy-wide shocks for
path dependence. Section 5 simulates several examples of the economy to see
what sort of time series patterns emerge in aggregate output. Section 6
contains summary and conclusions. A Technical Appendix follows which
contains proofs of all Theorems.

2. A Model of Interacting Industries

Consider a countable infinity of industries indexed by ;. Each industry
consists of many small, identical firms. All firms produce a homogeneous
good; industries are distinguished by distinct production functions rather
than distinct outputs. The homogeneous final good may be consumed by the
owners of the firms or converted to a capital good which fully depreciates
after one period. Industry fs behavior is proportional to the behavior of a
representative firm which chooses a capital stock sequence {K,,} to maxi-
mize the present discounted value of profits !!,_,

11;, = b[ £4 p,+j(Yj l+j — K, ,+ j) I <ft\. \l)

Yjj equals the output of the /'th industry's representative firm at /; p, equals
the price for output produced at /; we normalize so p0 = 1. Initial endow-
ments Yi0 provide starting capital.

Consumers in the economy are risk neutral. Consumer r evaluates the
consumption stream {Cr,} through the utility function

( p r , , + y | £ , ) . (3)
/ -o
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

All firms are owned by the consumers. All uninvested output is paid out as
real dividends. In equilibrium, dividends payments equal consumption for
each consumer.

Aggregate behavior is determined by the interactions of many hetero-
geneous industries employing nonconvex technologies. Production occurs
with a one period lag; firms at /— 1 employ both one of two production
techniques and a level of capital to determine output at /. Only one tech-
nique may be used at a time. Cooper (1987) originally introduced this
production function to model coordination problems; Murphy et al. (1989)
exploit a similar technology to analyze multiple equilibria in economic
development. Milgrom and Roberts (1990) discuss how these sorts of non-
convexities can arise as firms internally coordinate many complementary
activities to achieve efficiency. The technique-specific production functions
produce Yitli, and Y2,i,, through

-i.U,»-i,&-i). (4)

£,-., and r\,, are industry-specific productivity shocks; £, >s a n aggregate
productivity shock and F is a fixed overhead capital cost. £,,,-i, T\,,/-\ and
4 , - i are elements of 9,_x. Recalling that firms within an industry are
identical, we define a technique choice variable to,, which equals 1 if
technique 1 is used by industry i at t, 0 otherwise and u), =
{. . .(!),_! ,,(!),, (0 / + 1 / . . .} which equals the joint set of techniques em-
ployed at t.

We place several restrictions on the production technologies. First, each
technique fulfills standard curvature conditions. Further, we associate tech-
nique 1 with high production. Specifically, net capital N/C,-,, which equals
K, ,—F for technique 1 and Kti, for technique 2, has a strictly higher
marginal (and by implication total) product when used with technique 1
than technique 2. A firm chooses technique 1 if it is willing to pay fixed
capital costs in exchange for higher output.

Assumption 1. Restrictions on technique-specific production
functions

A. /,((),£„,,£) = /2(0,TI,.,,£,) = 0.

K ~U > dNK ' dNK2 'dNK ~U > dNK ' dNK2

dNK2 °-
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

dMQJLM = a/2(Q,Ti,,/,&) =00. a / , ( ,ue) _ dfy,^,,^)
dNK dNK ' dNK dNK

dNK dNK

Both techniques exhibit technological complementarities which result
from the assumption that the history of realized activity determines the pro-
ductivity of each technique at /. Romer's (1986) model of social increasing
returns shares this feature. Arrow (1962) postulated that these types of
productivity spillovers could occur due to learning-by-doing. Our specifi-
cation of firm-specific production functions differs from Romer's in two
respects. First, all spillovers are local as the production function of each firm
is affected by the production decisions of a finite number of industries. The
index /' orders industries by similarity in technology; spillovers occur only
between similar technologies.5 Second, our spillovers are explicitly dynamic.
Past production decisions affect current productivity, which captures the
idea of learning-by-doing.

Specifically, we model these intertemporal spillovers through the depend-
ence of the productivity shocks £,,, and T|y,, on the history of technique
choices.6 This form of productivity spillovers is appropriate when the
amount of time spent at an activity is the appropriate metric for the rate of
learning-by-doing. These spillovers are assumed to be the only source of
dependence across shocks. In addition, the aggregate productivity shocks
obey a Markov process.7 A*,/ = {/'—k. . ./'. . ./'+/} indexes the industries
which affect industry i's productivity. We assume throughout that both k
and / are nonnegative with at least one of these terms positive, which means
that the technological complementarities act both within and across
industries.

Assumption 2. Conditional probability structure of productivity
shocks

A. ProUCv I &,-1) = ProWC., I <•>,,,-, V j e A,,,).

B. ProbCn,-,, | 9,.,) = Probd,,,, I <V-1 V ) * A*./>-

C. Prob(e |9? / _ 1 )=

' David (1988) and Rosenberg (1982) describe the hiicorical importance of local complementarities in
the evolution of technical innovation!.

6 Any form of dependence of the productivity of the economy at *oo the realized level of activity at/— lean
be expressed in this way.

7 This assumption is made for technical convenience; in particular, all of our results still hold if there is
feedback from the level of real activity at /— 1 to £<•
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

D. For all *, the random pairs {£,,, - E(£,,, | ^,_x),-r\Kl — E(TI,,, | ^ , _ I ) }

are mutually independent of each other, of £, — E(£, | ^ ,_i) and of 9t_x.

Markets are assumed to be missing in the sense that individual firms can-
not coordinate to exploit complementarities. Consequently, no firm may be
compensated for choosing technique 1 in order to expand the production sets
of other firms; nor, given our conceptualization of industries as aggregates of
many small producers, can firms within an industry strategically choose a
technique in order to induce higher future productivity through complemen-
tarities. Further, firms are assumed to be unable to combine under joint
management in order to internalize the complementarities.

In equilibrium, p, — 3 ' V / if the total desired capital investment of all
firms at these prices is less than the total output in the economy in each
period. Without loss of generality, we place an additional restriction on the
level of output produced each period which ensures that this holds.

Assumption 3. Lower bounds on available capital

For all realizations of £, „ T],, and £ , % Y,,> % K.) X(3), where

oNK

Given Assumption 3, the one-period capital accumulation problem for
each firm is

C supO/K/C,,, - FX,.,,i) ~ K,.<M(K,.,,T\,.,,i,) ~ £,.,}• (5)

Assumption 1 ensures that there is an optimal technique and capital choice,
and hence level of output, each period. Assumption 2 places strong restric-
tions on the conditional probability structure for these variables, which leads
to Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Structure of conditional output level, capital level and
technique choice probabilities

The conditional output level, capital level and technique choice probabilities
for each firm obey

+ 1(K,,, | co,,,., V ; € A ^ . E ^ | 3Vi )} . (6)

Since the optimal levels of capital and output for each firm at / are
determined by the realized technique choices at / — 1, a sufficient condition
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

for the existence of equilibrium capital and output sequences for all firms is
the existence of a joint probability measure over all technique choices which
is consistent with the conditional measures in Theorem 1. Further, since the
level of productivity of output for each industry is always greater when
technique 1 is chosen than when technique 2 is chosen, the expected level of
output for each industry is monotonically increasing in the probability of the
use of technique 1. We therefore can concentrate on the evolution of
technique choices to understand the dynamics of output.

The existence of an equilibrium may therefore be verified once it is
established that the initial conditions and transition probabilities in this
economy always generate a joint probability measure over {(o^a)^. . -^0,}.
the set of technique choices over all industries and all dates. The existence of
an equilibrium can therefore be reduced to the question of when a set of
conditional probabilities may be extended to define a joint probability
measure over a set of random variables indexed by Z 2 , the two-dimensional
lattice of integers. Dobrushin (1968) has given conditions characterizing
when such an extension exists.8 The localized structure of our complementari-
ties ensures that Dobrushin's criteria are satisfied, which leads to Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Existence of aggregate equilibrium

For any initial conditions COQ and specification of conditional probabilities
over technique choices consistent with Theorem 1, there exists at least one
joint probability measure over all output levels, capital levels and technique
choices by all firms at all dates.

3. Long Run Behavior Under Industry-specific Shocks

We first consider the case where £, = 0, so that no economy-wide shocks
exist. Again, we focus on the evolution of technique choices, recognizing
that since the level of productivity of output for each industry is always
greater when technique 1 is chosen than when technique 2 is chosen, the
expected level of output for each industry is monotonically increasing in the
probability of the use of technique 1. Our goal in this section is to charac-
terize the long run dynamics of the economy in the absence of aggregate
productivity shocks. In particular, we wish to illustrate how the incomplete
markets in the model can generate multiple long run equilibria.

"The Kolmogoror Extnuion Theorem cannot be directly applied since we ire working with con-
ditional probabilities rather than unconditional probabilities over all finite sen of the stochastic process,
{(tio.Wi. • • • « x } • Unlike the Kolmogorov Extension Theorem, Dobrushin's Theorem does not show the
joint measure is unique.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

In order to analyze the long run behavior of the model, it is necessary to
place some additional restrictions on the conditional technique choice prob-
abilities; we thus restrict our attention to a subset of the economies studied
in the previous section. Past choices of technique 1 are assumed to improve
the current relative productivity of the technique. As a result, technique 1
choices will propagate over time. Further, we assume that co,= _l is a steady
state, which means when all possible productivity spillovers from technique
1 actually occur, the effects are so strong that high production by all
industries is always optimal. This assumption identifies a possible long run
equilibrium of the economy, and thereby reduces the multiplicity question
to determining whether this high production steady state can be reached
from all initial conditions.

Assumption 4. Impact of past technique choices on current technique
probabilities9

Let co and to' denote two realizations of cot_ ]. If co, ^ co', V j e A* /, then

A. Prob(co;,, = 11 co,,,_t = co, V> e AA>/) >
Prob (co,,, = 11 co,,,_ i = co', V ; e A*,/).

B. ProbXw,,, = 11 co,,,_, = 1 V> € A,,,) = 1.

Whenever some industry chooses co,,, = 0, a positive productivity feed-
back is lost. Different configurations of choices at t— 1 determine different
production sets and conditional technique choice probabilities for each in-
dustry. We bound the technique choice probabilities from below and above
by ©£}" and ©£?* respectively.

©27 « Prob(co,,, = 11 co,,,.! = 0 for some; e A*,,) < &TT- 00

Since co,= l̂  is an equilibrium, the aggregate economy exhibits multiple
long run equilibria if for some initial conditions, co,= _l fails to emerge as /
grows. Notice that even if u)o= 0, favorable productivity shocks will
periodically induce industries to produce using technique 1. The choice of
technique 1 by one industry, through the complementarities, increases the
probability that the technique is subsequently chosen in several industries.
With strong spillovers, these effects may build up, allowing co,= 1̂  to emerge
from any initial conditions.

In fact, the limiting behavior of the economy is determined by the bounds
®J]/n and ©£/*. If the probability of high production by an industry is

'This assumption can be reformulated in terms of" restrictions on the technique-specific production
functions.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

sufficiently large for all production histories, then the spillover effects induced
by spontaneous technique 1 choices cause the economy to iterate towards high
production. Alternatively, if technique 1 probabilities are too low in the absence
of active spillovers, spontaneous technique 1 choices will not generate sufficient
momentum to achieve the <j),= 1_ equilibrium. ©£}" and &Tj* bound the degree
of complementarity in the economy. Large values of ©£)}" imply complementar-
ities are weak as technique 1 is chosen relatively frequently regardless of the past.
Conversely, small values of @Jy* imply strong complementarities; the proba-
bility of current high production is very sensitive to past technique choices.
Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 show how long run industry behavior is jointly
determined by initial conditions and conditional technique probabilities.

Theorem 3. Conditions for uniqueness versus multiplicity of long run
equilibrium

For every index set A* /, there exist numbers 0 < 0_* j < © * , / < 1 such that
for all sets of conditional probabilities fulfilling (7),

A. If 0 £ T < Qjtj, then ProUw,,^ = 11 (go = 0) < 1.10

If complementarities are sufficiently strong, no industry converges to the
high production technique almost surely from economy-wide low production
technique initial conditions.

B. If 8 J 7 2= ©*,/, then Prob(a),-jC0 = 11 lftjo = 0) = 1.

If complementarities are sufficiently weak, each industry converges to the
high production technique almost surely from economy-wide low production
technique initial conditions.

Corollary 1. Implications of multiple long run equilibria for output

Under the conditions of Theorem 3,

Therefore, sufficiently strong local spillover effects can induce multiple
long run equilibria for the interacting industries model with different levels
of average output in the long run.

4. Path Dependence and Economy-wide Shocks

We now consider the role of the economy-wide shocks £,. By affecting many
industries simultaneously, these shocks act in a way analogous to changing

l 0One cmn also show thrt Prob((i)oo = 11 ftte = Q) = 0, i.e. the economy almost surely faib to converge
to the high production equilibrium.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

the initial conditions of the economy. Path dependence occurs if one realization
of £, permanently changes the equilibrium in the absence of future offsetting
shocks. In order to illustrate path dependence, it is necessary to restrict both the
way in which the aggregate shocks interact with the industry production
decisions as well as the structure of the aggregate shocks themselves.

First, we assume that sufficiently unfavorable aggregate productivity
draws make the choice of technique 1 unlikely whereas sufficiently favorable
draws ensure the use of the technique. This means that particular aggregate
productivity realizations can have very powerful aggregate output effects.

Assumption 5. Impact of economy-wide shocks on technique choice

There exist numbers a and b, a<0<b, with Prob(£, ^ a) and Prob (£, ^ b)
both nonzero, such that

A. Pronto,,, = 11 & < a, CO,,,.! = 1 V ; e A4>/) < &,/.

B. Probdo,-,, = 11 i > b, <•>,,,_, = 0 V> e A*,,) = 1.

To understand our final assumption, it is useful to express £, (which by
Assumption 2C is Markov) as

i = «(£-i) + M.», (9)

where JJL, e S', — SF,_ ^ We restrict g(-) to ensure that if u,, = 0, / > T, then
a realization of £r — a (^ b) will not be followed by £r+*—b (^ a) for some
k. A general restriction of this type is necessary if an extreme draw of £7- is to
have lasting effects. Assumption 6 provides a simple sufficient condition.

Assumption 6. Structure of conditional expectation of aggregate
productivity shock

If & > 0 then g(&) > 0; if t < 0 then g&) < 0.M

When Assumptions 5 and 6 hold, economy-wide shocks can have an
indefinite effect on real activity, as shown by Theorem 4 and Corollary 2.

Theorem 4. Path dependence due to economy-wide shocks

Let u,; = 0 V t > T and 0 j y < Qj,,. The economy exhibits path
dependence as the realization of £ r affects the asymptotic technique choice
probabilities for all industries.

1' For example, chij definition ii fulfilled if £, = p£,_, -f |i,, p £ 0.
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

A. ProhKco,^ = l | £ r < *) < 1.

B. Prob<a>,>00 = 11 *jT > b) = 1.

Corollary 2. Implications of path dependence for long run expected
output

Under the conditions of Theorem 4,

\£,T^a) V/. (10)

These results show how sufficiently large aggregate shocks can be persis-
tent. Persistence occurs when aggregate shocks have the effect of introducing
new initial conditions in an economy which in the absence of these shocks
exhibits multiple long run equilibria. For example, once many sectors
simultaneously decline due to an adverse economy-wide shock, productivity
enhancing complementarities are lost until a subsequent favorable economy-
wide shock restores them.

Several interpretations beyond productivity can be applied to the
economy-wide shocks. Interpreting 4/ as a proxy for the financial sector, the
model indicates how the breakdown of financial institutions, such as occur-
red during the Depression, can cause indefinite output loss. Alternatively,
Durlauf (1993) shows how £, can represent the cost of production inputs
provided by leading sectors such as transportation or steel. In this case, the
growth of leading sectors improves the relative profitability of high produc-
tion, which can lead to a takeoff in growth as the economy shifts across
equilibria.

Fluctuations between the high and low equilibria will be triggered by
movements in the economy-wide shocks. The properties of £, will determine
whether the long run behavior of aggregate output exhibits multiple long
run equilibria in the following sense. When the events (£, — a) and (4, ^ b)
are recurrent, i.e. £, enters each of the sets (~°° , a) and (b, °°) infinitely
often, then long run forecasts of the economy are unaffected by history in the
sense that any sample path history of the economy will, with probability 1,
be reversed by some future realization of the economy-wide shock.

Conversely, if the event (fj, =£ 0) is nonrecurrent, then the economy-wide
shocks will have permanent effects since the events (£, ^ a) and (£, ^ b) will,
with probability 1, occur only a finite number of times. By Theorem 2, in
the absence of economy-wide shocks in all periods, the long run behavior of
the economy can depend on initial conditions. Further, so long as ProfcKfji —
a), Prob<£i 3= b), Prob(£, = 0 | £ _ , < a) and Prob(4, = 0 | £_ , > b) are all
nonzero, then two different sample path realizations of the same economy can
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Path Dependence in Aggregate Output

converge to different average levels of output, as either high or low produc-
tion initial conditions may precede the period when each £, becomes 0. This
specific example illustrates the more general proposition that models where
initial conditions matter may be thought of as path dependent models with
special assumptions on the distributions of certain variables. Theorem 5
summarizes these ideas.

Theorem 5. Economy-wide shocks and the long run properties of
aggregate output

Let 0 £ T < &,/ .

A. If the events Prob(£, ^ a) and ProfcKfj, & b) are recurrent, then the
economy will cycle infinitely often between periods of high and low activity.
Long run forecasts of the level of aggregate output are not affected by the
sample path of the economy; for any fixed T

E(V,.» I &T) = E<y,f801 3\>) Vi. (11)

B. If the event (£, =£ 0) is nonrecurrent, and if Prob(£i :£ a), Prob(Ci ^ b),
P r o b ^ = 0 | £,_ I — a) and Prob(4, = 0 | £,_1 & b) are all nonzero, then long
run forecasts of the level of aggregate activity are affected by the sample path
of the economy; for large enough T

One can associate co, = _1 with the equilibrium which would emerge if all
firms chose their production levels cooperatively. If production through
technique 1 is sufficiently higher for co, = 1_ versus any other configuration,
then co, = 1_ emerges as the cooperative equilibrium after one period, as firms
and industries will all choose technique 1 at t = 1 in order to achieve the
productivity spillovers, even in the presence of aggregate shocks. Conse-
quently, incompleteness of markets lowers the mean and increases the
variance of industry and aggregate output, so long as technique choices
fluctuate over time. When industries fail to coordinate, production decisions
become dependent on idiosyncratic productivity shocks. The property of
path dependence means that these fluctuations may be very persistent.

Finally, observe that in this model the property of path dependence means
that there will be an especially strong relationship between the probability
density of aggregate shocks and the aggregate dynamics of the model as
realizations in the tails of the density determine whether the economy shifts
across regimes. This property can explain a finding of infrequent trend shifts
such as that of Perron (1989).
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5. Simulations of Time Series Properties of Aggregate Output

In this section, we simulate the aggregate economy to see what sort of
patterns emerge in aggregate output fluctuations. We simulate economies
based on the interaction range A i i = {; — 1, / ' , / '+ l } . In each simulation,
we construct a finite approximation to the infinite economy consisting of 500
industries. Output per period by each industry is normalized to equal 0 or 1.
A {0, 1} support for output may be justified by generalizing Assumption 2
to model the two techniques as

Ylt,,, = y , if *,.,_, > tf,(£,,»-i,£-i)
= 0 otherwise.

y2.,-,, = Y2 if *,-,,_, > K2(Tl,,,-i,£-i) (13)
= 0 otherwise.

and then normalizing output.12 In this specification, each firm produces a fixed
output level for each technique, Y\ or Y2, given a fixed capital input of K\(£,,,_
i,&-i) or k2(.T\i,,-i,^,-i) respectively. Under the specification, the
productivity shocks act to affect capital input requirements rather than output.

In constructing the simulations, it is necessary to place some restrictions
on the conditional production probabilities. First, we assumed that the
economy-wide shock 4/ is a Markov process with state space {—1,0,1} and
transition matrix of the form

P =
.1
.1

_ .1

.8

.8

.8

.1

.1

.1 _
(14)

This specification has two important features. First, economy-wide shocks are
whi te noise. Second, the shocks are concentrated around zero so that large shocks
are infrequent. This creates the potential for large shocks to be persistent.

Next, we equate the values — 1 with the event (£, ^ a) and 1 with the
event (£, ^ b) as described in Section 4. We correspondingly define the two
conditional probabilities

ProrXw,., = 11«,,,_, V> e A*,,, £ = -1 ) = 0 3 (15)
and

Protfo),,, = 11 (,,,,_, V> e A,,,, £ = 1) = 1. (16)

Finally, we reduce the number of relevant transition probability parameters

"We m u m tint foe ill realiatioos of &.,_,, TV.,.,, and 4_i. (1) Yt > Y2, (2) £,(&.,_,,t_i) >
tfjCHu-i.t-i). (3) PV2 > £j(-n,.,_,.£,_,). (4) Y2 > K , (LJ-I ,£ - I> in orda to preierre the Kwcture
of the conditional probability measures of the two techniques as described in Section! 3 and 4.

"Durlauf (1993) shows that aggregate output under the inefficient equilibrium obeys Y, «• 0.18 +
0.49 V,.i + 0.70 V,_2 + e, when the economy-wide shocks are always 0.
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FIGURE 1. 80-period sample path realization for 80-indiutry cross-section A i ( complemen-
tarity range; ©i = 0.40, 8 2 = 0.35, ©3 = 0.30. + denotes high production by industry /' at

t. Aggregate output equation: V, = 0.14 + 0.79V,_i + e,

Our second simulation considers the behavior of the economy when only
one limiting equilibrium exists. This is done by setting ©1 = 0.7, ©2 =

0.65, @3 = 0.6. Figure 2 presents the behavior of a time series cross-section
for the same transition matrix P we used above. In this case, the aggregate
output equation is

Y, = 0.46 + 0.50 y,_i + e,, (19)

A sample realization appears in Figure 2.
As before, substantial persistence can be generated by white noise shocks

interacting with the dynamic complementarities. However, the degree of
persistence is substantially lower than the multiple long run equilibrium
case. Hence, path dependence can be associated with large changes in the
linear time series properties of fluctuations. This occurs because the economy
now tends to gravitate towards high production even after negative aggregate
productivity shocks.

Figure 2 illustrates an interesting feature of the economy's adjustment
path after negative productivity shocks. As the Figure indicates15, and the
model analytically implies for these parameter values, the percentage of
industries choosing low production gradually declines on average after fj» =
— 1 realizations. This behavior suggests a reason why business cycles may
exhibit sharp rapid declines in output during recessions and gradual periods

"To see this, trace through a sequence of periods which begins with a period of uniform high
production immediately followed by » period where some industries choose low production.
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to 3 when the economywide shock equals 0 by assuming that the associated
conditional probabilities obey

i

= 11 S^,-,,,.! = 3, & = 0) = 1

i

,,, = 11y2,<•>-,,,-! = 2, i = 0) = 0!

i

= 11 S ,̂--,-,,-, = 1, i = 0) = 02

i

= 11 %&,_„_! = o, i = 0) = 03.

(17)

This structure can be interpreted as saying each local complementarity has
the same effect on the production function. Simulations of this structure have
shown that the model is nonergodic when all transition probabilities are
below 0.45.

These restrictions specify the transition probabilities for all possible tech-
nique choice histories. By varying 0,, one can affect the time series prop-
erties of the economy and study the effects of the strength of the model's
complementarities on output persistence. For each simulation, we start with
yo = 0 and allow the economy to run for 2000 periods. In each case, a time
series is computed for aggregate output. Each regression was constructed by
using the last 1000 observations for all 500 industries.

Our first set of simulations examines the behavior of the economy when 01 =
0.4, 0 2 = 0.35,0j = 0.3- These 0 , values are such that the economy possesses
multiple long run equilibria when the economy-wide shocks equal 0.

A sample path realization of 80 industries over 80 periods is shown in
Figure 1. As the Figure indicates, the economy exhibits two separate regimes
with substantially different levels of mean activity and output volatility.13

Aggregate output obeys

Y, = 0.14 + 0.79V,-! + £,, (18)

a process which exhibits substantial persistence. This equation illustrates
how the incomplete markets structure acts as a propagation mechanism as
white noise productivity shocks lead to substantial autoregression in the
aggregate output process.14

"Recalling our earlier discussion, if the expected payoff from cooperation u high enough, then the
complete markets equilibrium is (& = 1 V /, even in the presence of aggregate shocks, which means that
the complete markets equilibrium for our example economy will exhibit no volatility.
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bd.

FIGURE 2. 80-period sample path realization for 80-industry cross-section A M complemen-
tarity range; S\ = 0.70, ©2 = 0.65, ©3 = 0.60. + denotes high production by industry 1 at

/. Aggregate output equation: Y, = 0.46 + 0.50K,_i + e,

of recovery. When the high production equilibrium is stable, aggregate
output will gradually adjust towards the equilibrium after negative
economy-wide shocks. On the other hand, when there are two equilibria,
there is no tendency for the economy to correct itself after large output
declines. Consequently, the model implies a relationship between the
strength of the microeconomic interactions and the degree of asymmetry of
the business cycle.

6. Summary and Conclusions

This paper has explored how economies can exhibit path dependence as a
consequence of dynamic coordination failure. This feature arises when strong
technological complementarities interact with incomplete markets. Low
production initial conditions prevent an economy from realizing local tech-
nological spillovers. Further, economy-wide shocks can generate indefinite
movements in total output as local productivity feedbacks induced by com-
plementarities emerge or disappear. The model exhibits both persistence of
shocks as well as a mechanism for reversals of booms and downturns.

One application of these ideas is to explore whether output behavior
during the Depression and World War II can be described as movements
across equilibria. Most analyses of output behavior during the 1930s and
1940s have interpreted the Depression and recovery as the consequence of
two large offsetting shocks rather than a result of one shock which interacted
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with some sort of self-correcting mechanism in the aggregate economy. The
idea that the Depression was not self-correcting, yet was overcome by a large
aggregate demand shock is compatible with the model in this paper, when
multiple long run equilibria are present. An important empirical extension
of the current paper is therefore the identification of complementarities in
the time series patterns of industrial production which are sufficiently strong
to produce the sorts of cycles the model describes.
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Technical Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1

If a firm were constrained to use technique 1 each period, standard Euler
equation arguments [see Brock and Mirman (1972)] and Assumption 3
jointly imply that an optimal capital sequence {Kt ,•,} is implicitly defined
by

i ) = K^, RACK,,,., - FXv.i) " Ki.,., (A-1)

whereas if the firm were constrained to use technique 2 each period, an
optimal capital sequence would obey

Wjdl.v.i) = TO P/^2.,./,U./.i) - *2.,,, (A.2)

Let to,, = 1 with probability 1 if IT !(£,•_„&) > Tt^J\i,,,^t), to)»,< = 1 w ' t n

probability X(£,,/>*1,.»>4,) if TTI(C./.&) = ir^'H/./.i). and «•>«./ = 0 with
probability 1 if TTiC^y,/,̂ ) < T^Ol, ,,£,). This says that if one technique
generates higher one period profits than the other, it is chosen with
certainty, whereas if the techniques generate identical profits, technique 1 is
chosen according to a time invariant function of the productivity shocks.
Any such rule generates a sequence of technique choices which are consistent
with the solution to a representative firm's maximization problem. Since all
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firms within an industry are identical, we can conclude that o>,-, is a function
of £,-,, T|,-, and £,. We can rewrite «,-_, as a function of 6 terms, i.e.,

to,,
| ^ I £ | ,_,)) (A.3)

Conditioning a),, on 2?,_i means that the terms t,,_, — E(£#i, | ^ /_ i ) , T|,-,
— E(TI,-,, | ^ ,_ i ) , and £, — E(£, | S'z-i) can be integrated out in (A. 3), which
immediately yields Theorem 1, given the restrictions on the conditional
probability measures of £,,, T\,t, and £, in Assumption 2.

Proof of Theorem 2

Dobrushin (1968) provides conditions for proving the existence of a joint
probability measure which is consistent with a given set of conditional
measures. We verify Theorem 2 by proving the existence of a joint measure
over the random vectors i\>,, = {£/,»,'n,/,/,£;,to,/}. Observe that the random
vectors i};,,, can be indexed by Z 2 ; we let vj», = { . . . {£i-Ut,i\,-i,&,oi,-i,,},
{C»,/»TH/./.€/»*"*>,/} • • • } denote the joint realizations of the random vectors at
each / and Wt = {<J»o.*|?i.- • -,^i} denote the history of the random vectors up
to t.

The first condition for showing the existence of a joint measure is to show
that conditional probabilities can be consistently defined over all finite
combinations of \\iti,. To see this, specify any initial conditions ij/o. Given the
specification of a stochastic process for £i, and the conditional probability
structure specified in Assumption 2 for t,itl and T|, L, one can compute the
conditional probabilities for any »)/,! as well as for any finite set in ty^.
Repeating this procedure, it is possible to assign probabilities for any finite
set in ty,. Letting t =̂ > oo, this means that all conditional probabilities over
finite sets can be consistently defined.

Second, we need to verify that for any finite set S and any 8 > 0, there
exists a finite set of elements, T(S, 8), S f F(5, 8), such that

| Probtf | O - Probtf | ¥„, - S) \ < 8. (A.4)

This condition immediately holds for the probability structure we have
examined. Consider the case S — vji,-̂  where the range of interactions is A* /.
Choose the surrounding set F as

T = {4»,,f such that 0 < \p - i \ < k + I, 0 < | q - t \ < k + / } .

Let T' be any set of elements such that F" PIT = FTl ij;,, = <}>. It is clear,
given the localized A> /conditional probability structure for £M and -n,,,, and
the fact that £, is a common element of all elements of »J»,, that the
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conditional probability of any F ' , given F, is equal to the conditional
probability given F and IJJ,,.

ProrXP | v|/,,,,r) = ProUr | D (A. 5)

Since this is true for all sets F ' , it is also true for ^ ^ — F — v|/,,, i.e.

- F - i|/,,, I 0 (A.6)

or

ProbxiK,,, r, v . - r - »,•,,)=Prour, ¥ , - r - I M
Probdli,,,, F) ProrXF) '

which implies

ProbOKy r ¥ - r - <!»,) Prob(^M H
=

ProUF, ^ - F - ill,-,,) ProbCF)
or

Prob(*k,, | *„ ~ i|>,.,) - ProbO|i,,, | F) = 0, (A.9)

which shows that (A.4) holds for S — (J'/,/- This argument generalizes to any
finite set S, which proves that a joint measure exists over ^ ^ and hence over

Proofs of Theorem 3 and Corollary 1

The Theorem and Corollary are both proven in Durlauf (1993)-

Proof of Theorem 4 and Corollary 2

Theorem 4 is proved if we can show that for any vector a),

ProUyr+i S: <«> U r < a, JJL, = 0 V / > T, 0 J 7 < g*,/) <
ProtXco, ^(j)|cOo = 0, i = 0V t, ®ZT = Qi,h &iT = ®t")

(A. 10)

and

Prob(a>T+1 > w | ? r > A, ji, = 0 V r > T, ©H" ^ Q*./) S:

(A. 11)

To see that equations A. 10 and A. 11 are sufficient to verify the Theorem,
observe that those inequalities imply, given (1) Assumption 4.A, which
shows that the conditional probability
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Prob(y,,r+i = l | S o = <!>. & = 0 V / ) (A. 12)

is weakly increasing in co, (2) Assumption 5 which bounds the conditional
probability of high production at / if £, ^ a or £, ^ b, and (3) Assumption 6,
which restricts the evolution of the aggregate shock after T, that

Prob<co,,r+, = 11 &• < *, p., = 0 V f > T, 0 2 7 < ©_*.,) ^
Prob(y,,r+J = 11 ffir = 0, i = 0 V t > T, @£T = &, , , © j y = 0£}n)

(A. 13)

and

Prob((o,,r+, = 1 | & S= A, M-« = 0 V / > T, 0 £ f ^ ©-*./> ^
Prob<a>,.r+, = l | a > T = l ) e = O V / > r > 0 J 7 = &,,, ©H* = ©D").

(A. 14)

V J > 0. Second, note that Theorem 3 shows that if

co,^ = 11 cor = 1, £ = 0 V / > r ,
y,,^ = 11 wT = 0, ,̂ = 0 V / > T,

(A. 15)

which combined with A. 12 and A. 13 would verify Theorem 4.
A. 11 is immediate since both probabilities in the weak inequality equal 1

under our assumptions. To see that A. 10 holds, observe that

Prob((j>r+1 > a) | £ r < a, p., = 0 V / > T, 0 ? 7 < ©>,/) <
Prob(a>r+1 > a) | ajr = i , ^ r < a, p., = 0 V / > T, 0 ? 7 S 0^7)

(A. 16)

Observe further that (1) by Assumption 5. A, Prob(to/>r+1 = 11 y r = I , 4r
< t f , ( i , = 0 V / > T , 0 £ T < 0^,/) < 0^ t / V /, and (2) by Assumption 2.D,
the variables <o/>r+1 - E((0, r + 1 | o>r = I, $T ^ a, M-/ = 0 V / > T, © J ^ <
0*,/) are independent across all /'. On the other hand, (1) by equation 7,
ProUu),,, = 11 fflo = Q, & = 0 V /, ©J71 = ©i./. ©JJ1 = ®Hn) = ©->,/.
and (2) by Assumption 2.D, the variables o>,-tl — E(co; ! | too = 0, 4/ = 0 V /,
®?T = © .̂/» @J!T = © n n ) are independent across all;. Given Assumption
6, it therefore follows that

Prob(a>T+1 ^ ft>|<or = 1, £r ^ «, M-» = 0 V / > T,

ProUw, > to | co0 = 0, i = 0 V /, &&* = &J,J
(A. 17)

Equations A. 15 and A. 16 imply equation A. 10, which completes the proof.
Corollary 2 follows immediately from this proof combined with

Assumption 4.
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Proof of Theorem 5

Part A of the Theorem follows immediately from the definition of a recurrent
Markov process. If the events (£ ^ a) and (£ ^ b) each occur infinitely often,
then the impact of any sample path realization of the economy up to / on
forecasts of the level of output at / + s will become zero with probability 1 if
the forecast horizon s is sufficiently large. To verify Part B, observe that if the
event (£, =£ 0) is nonrecurrent, then 0 must be an absorbing state for £,.
Consequently, either of the equilibria characterized in Theorem 3 can emerge
if both (^ — a) and (£ ^ b) are possible candidates to be the last event before
i becomes zero. If ProtySi < a), Prob*^ > b), Prob(£ = 0 | £_ , < a) and
Prob(4/ = 0 | £,_ I — b) are all nonzero, then either equilibrium can emerge
with positive probability. Further, for large enough T, £ r + J = 0 with
probability 1 V s > 0, which means that the last nonzero £, will permanently
affect conditional long run forecasts.
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